Solution Brief

Insight Teamwork Assessment
For Microsoft 365 and Insight Digital Workspace™

Benefits
• Gain a critical understanding of your
teamwork needs
• Identify the characteristics of an ideal
future state

Business challenge
New generations that have grown up with technology are entering the workforce,
bringing new expectations and standards. How we communicate with each other is
essential, and employees of all ages now prefer conciseness over long-form modes.
Remote and freelance work is also on the rise, putting pressure on leaders to ensure
that collaboration is supported in this new paradigm.

Our solution
The Insight Teamwork Assessment guides you through evaluating your current
teamwork environment and business goals and maps out a course for moving
forward utilising the Office 365 suite of applications and Insight Digital Workspace™.
Receive an actionable roadmap for teamwork that will ensure your employees and
suppliers can collaborate effectively and share information securely no matter where
they work.

• Map business requirements to Microsoft
365 capabilities
• Explore benefits of Insight Digital
Workspace™
• Receive a customised and actionable
roadmap
• Begin transforming teamwork across
your organisation

Our partners

Business outcomes
Related services
• Insight Digital Workspace™
subscription
• Connected Workforce services
Gain a holistic view of
your future state by
reviewing capabilities
across security, teamwork,
meetings and change
management.
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• Teamwork starter pack

Why teamwork?
Research reveals that businesses investing in teamwork are more likely to be high-performing and can realise significant benefits.

• Increased efficiency as teams share files and collaborate on documents in real-time
• Greater flexibility as ad hoc teams come together to meet specific challenges
• Increased knowledge sharing as communications are streamlined on a common platform
• Enhanced security as collaboration moves to a unified platform for teamwork
• Improved personal productivity through a single pane of glass
• Employee engagement with the provision of contextual and relevant communications

Our approach
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• Envisioning session

• Review assessment output

• Scenario design workshop

• Create roadmap and
recommendations

• Top 3 business cases

• Logistics

• IT roadmap assessment

• Business-case proof
of concept

• Align on next steps.

Insight knows Microsoft
Insight has been a prominent Microsoft partner for more than 25 years. We demonstrate our enduring commitment through unique service
offerings, numerous certifications and awards, and impressive infrastructure to support service delivery and, ultimately, our clients.
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A true end-to-end partner
Today, technology isn’t just supporting the business; it’s becoming the business. At Insight, we help you navigate complex challenges to
develop new solutions and processes. We will help you manage today’s priorities and prepare for tomorrow’s needs.
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About Insight
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions that help your organisation run smarter.
We will work with you to maximise your technology investments, empower your workforce to work smarter, optimise your business and
create meaningful experiences.
For more information, please contact your Insight Account Manager.
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